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President's Column
By Steve Fairbairn
I just got home from Kai Muenzer’s day-long demo a couple hours ago inspired with all sorts
of new (and old) ideas. I went straight into my workshop to gather up all of the tools and assorted stuff we’ll need for Kai’s class tomorrow turning multi-axis, lidded boxes. I love turning lidded boxes and I’ve been experimenting a bit with multi-axis and eccentric turning so
I’m really looking forward to the class.
To be honest, I always look forward to the weekend demos and classes given by our talented
and creative guest turners. Regardless of the topic, I always come away from the Saturday
demos inspired to try new techniques and projects while my head swims with new ideas.
Even when the topic is not something that immediately appeals to me, I always away with
something I can use, perhaps in a different way or in combination with other techniques.
Because of this, I make a point of doing everything I can to attend all of the demos and classes I possibly can. I can truthfully say that in the last two years I’ve been diligent about attending every demo and class both my turning technique and creativity have improved noticeably. Well, at least to me. My sketchbook is filling up with far more ideas than I can possibly follow through on!
I’m sure those of you who regularly attend the weekend demos will know exactly what I am
talking about and identify with my sentiments. If you have not been attending these events,
I urge you to come and check them out. Take advantage of one of the primary benefits of being a member of the Greater Vancouver Woodturners Guild by seizing the opportunity to be
able to watch and learn from world class turners and some of the biggest names in
woodturning. A side benefit is supporting the club in its efforts to continue to be able to attract and provide these events.
A tremendous amount of work and expense goes into attracting, scheduling and organizing
events such as this. While many members are involved in making the demonstrations and
classes possible, I have to give a big shout out to Art Liestman and Brian Lunt. For the last
20 years Art has been recruiting, scheduling and often providing accommodation for the top
turners from all over the world who provide the demos and classes. Once the presenters
have been retained, Brian is the man who makes it all happen by sourcing all of the required
materials & supplies, ensuring the classroom and equipment are all in good working order,
ensuring the presenters and classes have everything they need for the demos and workshops,
assisting with the demonstrations and classes and everything else required to ensure everything is a success and goes smoothly for everyone involved. Thank you so much, guys, for
making these events possible and enjoyable.
Coming up in 2020 we are very fortunate to be hosting Dale Larson, John Jordon and Trent
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Bosch. I truly hope to see as many of you at these events as possible, especially those of you
who have not been regularly attending demonstrations.
Just a reminder that our upcoming November monthly meeting will be our last meeting of
2019. As usual, we do not have a meeting in December. Our next meeting will be in January 2020.
As we approach the holiday season, I hope you have ample opportunity to spend quality
time in front of your lathes. Regardless of how you choose to celebrate the upcoming festive
season, I wish you all a joyous, safe holiday season and happy and prosperous New Year.
Cheers,

Steve
Presidents Challenge:
November – Surface Treatments
January – Hanging Ornament

Front Cover:
Keith Ruttan – Salt and Peppe
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Tech Talk For October, 2019
by Bruce Campbell
Steve Hansen started with his homemade demagnetizer, a.k.a. degaussed, which he needed because
several of his chisels had become magnetized and
were sticking to his tool rest.

Claudia commented that she makes a lot of Crush
Grind mills and she just leaves the bore smooth
and allows the spring-loaded clips to hold by friction.

There are several methods to demagnetize metals.
The easiest and safest can be found here: https://
www.youtube.com/watch?v=Dka-cROHxBY - 4
rotating magnets. It looked easy enough to make
and Steve had all the materials so twenty minutes
later, this DIY gizmo was rotating in his drill press
at high speed. Drawing his gouge along the bottom
of the spinning plate successfully took the “stick”
out.

Thom brought along a kit for disassembling pens
when something is just not right. He reported fairly good success with the kit but needs more practice, especially when removing the twist mechanism.
Dan reported a broken jaw guide in one of his
Vicmarc chucks. Upon careful inspection of the
failed guide he noticed that one of the screws that
secured the jaw to the jaw guide was a little bit
longer than the rest. Dan’s theory is that once
tightened down the longer screw jammed against
the scroll disc and created side pressure on the
guide causing it to fail.
Dan’s advice is to check all the screws that come
with the jaw sets and do not use those that seem
slightly longer.
Bruce reported that he encountered broken jaw
guides on Vicmarc chucks in the past so if you have
Vicmarc chucks beware when using new jaws and
screws.

He also displayed a custom made counter bore
that relieves the inside bore of pepper mills to allow the two spring loaded clips of the "Crush
Grind" mechanism to lock into place.

Claudia says she has been having trouble with s
batch of Maple where she is getting “fuzz” on her
cuts even after taking thin cuts with a careful
sharpened gouge. Dennis suggested using sanding
sealer before the final cuts but most of us agreed
that sometimes a tree makes “weird” wood.
Des reported getting poor results with Wipe-onPoly on Paduk. It did not dry properly. After
checking that the can had not expired he concluded
(Continued on page 6)
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Focus on Fundamentals - October 2019
Photographing Your Woodturnings
with Jay Mapson and Marnie Smithies
By Dustin Cook
We were really fortunate to have Jay and
Marnie demonstrate how they photograph our
member’s woodturnings last month during Focus on Fundamentals. Jay used to work in a
photo store, knows cameras really well, and has
a lot of experience with photography.

reflectors. For the Guild meetings, Jay prefers
to set up the photobooth or lightbox with a
curved background as he doesn’t want a
straight edge visible in the photograph; the
backgrounds can also be washed and ironed.

Jay doesn't recommend using a smartphone for
When doing portrait photography for the Guild a camera as the technology is not there yet; one
Meetings, the key is to control the light that is
day it will be but not just yet. He uses a bridge
going to strike whatever it is being shot. To ac- camera which is not a compact camera or a digcomplish this, Jay and Marnie set-up a light
ital SLR and it has a built in zoom. Although
box and adjust the lights to a position that gives his camera has a wide angle it is not needed for
the proper shadows. It is important to take the this purpose, as when photographing
time to play with the lighting to get the shadows woodturnings a very slow shutter speed is used
looking the right way; shadows are good beon the camera with a small lens opening.
cause they show three dimensions. Ideally, Jay
aims to get the shadows going from the front to When taking portraits of woodturnings anythe back and reflecting the light offers different where between a 85-135mm zoom range is used
types of shadows. Usually if the amount of light to compress the depth. Also, a medium telephoto setting will work well. Jay suggests movis reduced on one side a harsher shadow aping the camera back and forth to compose the
pears on the other side.
image. A large aperture number gives more
Light boxes are useful for adjusting lights and
depth of field but also cuts down the amount of
providing backgrounds for woodturning porlight striking the sensitive spot so it needs to
traits. Fortunately, they are not expensive
strike that place for a longer period of
(around $120) and can be purchased online or time. For this kind of photography, use autofoeven made with PVC piping. Although the colcus with the close-up setting as it takes care of
our of the lighting can be changed, Jay doesn't close-up and distance.
recommend it. He prefers to use a standard
Grey background in the photo booth instead of A tripod is required when photographing
woodturnings because a very slow shutter
a blue background which actually reflects off a
speed is used on the camera with a small lens
wood; ideally he wants to use a translucent
screen to diffuse light and spread it. Some pho- opening. It is also nice to have a remote control
with a remote cord to keep hand off of the camtographers don’t use a lightbox or tent and inera so it is not moved; some of the newer camstead utilize a background with white cards as
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eras have dual self-timers which can be used instead of a remote control. When photographing
small items, sometimes it requires moving the
camera quite a distance back. One of the most important parts of digital photography is the white
balance and when the lights are set up the white
balance needs to be set. Any time a light is changed
or the camera is moved out of focus the white balance needs to be reset because the amount of light
that is striking the subject has changed.

Given the rapid technological changes in photography, Jay doesn’t recommend getting a used camera. In terms of upgrading, every two generations
is fine for replacing cameras if one really wants to
be up-to-date; Jay has had his current camera for 7
years and it is still going strong.

If you are in the market for a camera budget is the
key thing. Jay recommends that people spend as
much money as they can budget for since the technology will change tomorrow and to make the investment last as long as possible. The lens is the
most important and get the best one possible. Nikon, Canon, and Sony are all reputable brands that
he recommends. In terms of value, Jay prefers
Sony or Nikon because with Sony every lense is
good and the Nikon mid-range lenses are excellent.
Unfortunately, Canon is a pricier camera to purchase because to get a good lens a lot of money is
required.

Jay spent many years working in photography. If
Guild members are having trouble understanding
something about their cameras do not hesitate to
reach out to him.

(Continued from page 4)

Des reports that the results were excellent.

Post photography is where one can change things
with the computer afterwards but always start with
the best quality photo possible before editing
it. There are lots of free photo-editing programs
Jay also uses the aperture priority mode setting
and Jay uses Fast Stone (https://
and the camera lets him set the aperture (the open- www.faststone.org). Although it is pretty rudimening or size of the hole) while the camera automati- tary, it is still very good. Jay also uses Photoshop
cally sets the shutter speed. It is a semi-automatic Elements to change highlights and shadows. For
setting but every camera is different so he suggests photographs for the newsletter or to be posted to
that camera owners refer to the manual. The angle Facebook, Jay changes the dimensions to be 1200
that the 3D image is photographed from depends
x 900. He uses Fast Stone to reduce size and creon the item and which way it is facing. Jay sugate JPEGs. A JPEG is a compression algorithm and
gests to turn the piece and play with it until it is
it affects the details when the size of the photo is
positioned in a desirable way.
reduced

that the oils in the wood were interfering with the
WOP. I suggested stripping piece back to bare
wood and trying a “French Polish”. That is, spraying on shellac while the lathe is running and buffing it with an oily rag until it is dry. Multiple coats
can be applied with very gentle sanding between
each.

The AAW has produced an excellent video discussion the value of good photography in woodturning. It may be found at this link: https://
www.vimeo.com/374534666

Join us next month and bring your technical questions or innovative solutions. I, for one, will be
talking about motor start capacitors with information gained from sad experience. See you there.

GVWG
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Liming and Crackle Finish
Liming

added. I know because I tried it on black walnut
and it looked terrible.
I have used actual lime wax for years and it is fine
but comes in white only (come to think of it, you
might be able to tint it). I have tried several other
coloured waxes but, although somewhat successful,
I have found the they don’t adhere to the wood as
well as actual lime wax so is hard to manage when
removing the excess. Shoe polish is an example. I
have had great success with acrylic paint, particularly the Golden brand with their “Open” line of
colours which take longer to dry. Typically, regular
acrylic adheres to things so well it is very hard to
get the excess off once the pores are filled. The
“Open” line, however, acts very much like actual
lime wax and actually is easier to use. Golden
“Open” is now my go-to medium for “liming”.
The process is as follows:
1. Turn or otherwise work you piece (aka flat
woodworking) to the point where it is ready to
apply a finish. As with any fine piece, make
100% certain that there are no tool marks, tear
out or other surface-marring details. These will
be equally highlighted along with the grain.

Liming is a process of highlighting the grain pores
in wood, typically using “Lime Wax” but can be
done with paint or other waxes. The wood used for
this process must be “ring porous” or at least “semi
ring porous” (rings of pores gradating from light to
heavy pores). Both of these types of wood feature
the pores in the wood arranged in defined rings
separated by solid wood, unlike “diffuse porous”
which features pores arranged randomly throughout the wood. Examples of ring porous wood would
be Ash, all Oaks, Hickory and others. Examples of
semi ring porous woods are Acacia (Locust) and
Chestnut. Diffuse porous wood simply looks messy
when lime wax or other highlighting material is

2. Using a small brass brush (available at paint
stores), meticulously brush the rings of pores to
remove all sanding dust and the debris that exists within the pores at the opening. A small
brush (toothbrush size) allows you to better
keep track of your progress than a large brush.
Do not us a steel brush as this will scratch the
wood surface. A plastic brush works, but you
will work a lot harder and perhaps not be as
uniform. I cannot emphasize enough how important it is to be systematic and follow each
grain line from start to finish around your pro(Continued on page 8)
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ject. Any omissions here will show up dramatically when you apply your “liming” when it’s far
too late to do anything about it. It’s interesting
to brush the pores over a clean sheet of white
paper to show all the “junk” that comes out of
the pores. They are noticeably larger and more
open after brushing.
3. Apply the finish of your choice. Contrary to
popular belief, the finish actually expands the
pores. If you don’t believe me, think of the last
time you tried to hide sanding scratches with
more finish. Although it’s not normally my favourite finish, I typically use lacquer because it
builds quickly. Usually 5-6 coats do the trick
but it’s easy to go too far for that same reason.
As always, Goldie Locks reigns. What you are
trying to achieve is to make the pores larger. A
finish like WOP would work fine but I am assuming it may take a few more coats. The ideal
pore condition is one where the bottom of the
pore retains its vee shape with a sharp bottom.
What you DO NOT want to do is create is
round or “soft-bottomed” pore. The “waxing”
medium won’t have anything to key into so
won’t stay in the pore when you remove the
excess.
4. Once you are satisfied with your finish and the
pores have been made wider and deeper, apply
your “liming” medium
a. Actual lime wax is applied like any wax
you would use with a circular motion,
working it well into the pores. Remove
excess wax from the overall surface
leaving a white haze in addition to the
highlighted pores. The “science” in this
process is knowing when to remove the
overall white haze that remains on the
piece with regular clear wax (knowing
“when” is the trick in all of the following
processes). Using clear wax, clean the
white haze off but make sure you aren’t
removing so much wax that you are
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“emptying” the pores. I have found it
impossible to get lime wax back into
pores that have been cleaned out with
clear wax. Obviously, the ticket here is
to make a test panel along with your
piece to practice on your timing. Lime
Wax is available in Canada at Woodchuckers in Toronto and apparently at
Mohawk Finishes in Vancouver. Don’t
bother trying to get it shipped from the
Excited States because it can’t be
shipped by air (which supports my belief that it’s a not a true wax).
b. “Regular” waxes are applied in the same
manner, but as I mentioned, I have determined that actual lime wax is not
truly wax, at least as far as shoe polish
goes. It is very easy to accidentally remove all of the coloured wax when applying the clear wax. I’ve found black
and metallic waxes the most effective. I
found the coloured and metallic waxes
in a shoe repair shop.
c. “Rub ’n’ Buff” is a highlighting cream
used more on relief surfaces. It’s available in art stores. I find it hard to work
with because it dries so quickly. It’s only
suitable if you use it in one square inch
portions. I don’t recommend it.
d. Acrylic paints are now my go-to product
for this process. Regular acrylic is difficult to work with because it adheres so
well to anything and dries so quickly,
therefore hard to remove the excess.
The “Open” variety of Golden paints is
ideal because it takes longer to dry, so it
is very easy to do relatively large areas
and safely remove the excess when it is
“just right” (in other words, the excess
is removed but the filled pores remain).
I like them because I can pick any colour or mix any that aren’t ready-made.
You can apply it by brush, finger or rag,
working it into the grain as you do the

GVWG
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lime wax. When that is complete, use an
ordinary rubber spatula to remove the
excess. A number of lines will remain
where your strokes overlap so try to
eliminate those as much as possible as
well. Once you feel the paint has dried
in the pores, remove the excess with a
“dryish” damp cloth (more science), using a clean rag for almost every stroke.
Be careful to wipe ACROSS the grain
lines. Again, a practice panel is a wise
idea. I get my Golden paint at Opus but
I’m sure you can get it at Michaels or
other art supply stores. They also have
tons of information and “how-to’s” on
the web.

The method that I presented at the meeting uses a
“faux” crackle finish medium made by McClosky. I
bought mine at Opus but it’s probably available at
Michaels or other art stores as well. It can be done
using other traditional methods, but this is readily
available and relatively easy to use. Traditionally it
is done using layers of paint with varying degrees
of driers in them to create the effect. I watched a
great demonstration by Mathew Hill many years
ago but, alas, failed to take notes thinking as always, that I would remember. Sigh.

5. I have to say the most common question I get
is, “What do you apply for a finish coat?”, and
people seem to always doubt my answer. In
ALL CASES, no finish is required after this
step. It is the LAST STEP. You don’t have to do
anything more after this step. That IS the finish
coat. You are finished. Put it on the shelf. It’s The basic process is as follows:
Miller time. You – are – done.
1. Seal the wood. This can be an all-over finish or
just in the area you want to crackle, using a
Crackle Finish
clear or coloured finish (say, WOP, polyurethane, lacquer, acrylic). If you choose to have a
different base colour in a separate area that is
to be “crackled” (as opposed to all over) apply
that colour as well.
2. Apply the crackle medium as per the instructions. As in the liming; practice – a lot. The
amount that you apply, and the “dryness” of
the medium affect the overall effect of the
crackle. Generally, if you want large “scales”,
you need to apply the contrasting colour of
paint when the medium is relatively wet. The
instructions say to let the medium dry, but I
found that didn’t yield the type of crackle that I
wanted (“in-your-face” huge scales). If the medium dries (maximum 4 hours for this product)
you get very small scales. By mistake I let a
practice piece dry for 5 hours and no crackling
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appeared, so they aren’t kidding. At the meeting I had two levels of “dryness” on four samples. I applied one two hours before the meeting and one an hour before. I noticed the second sample (one hour before) was too dry for
my liking, so I applied a second coat. As it
turned out, that was the most even coat of medium that I ever worked with, so maybe that’s a
tip. I’ve never rolled it as suggested in the instructions but that would be worth a try. I suspect it may yield a more even application. Rolling may be the charm for large projects.
3. Apply the second colour. Obviously, you would
want to use a contrasting colour to show the
crackle appearance. If you choose to apply with
a brush, DO NOT, go over any areas a second
time or go both ways with the brush, even if the
crackle medium is quite dry. That will drag the
medium and second colour and make nothing
but a huge mess. If your piece is circular (as
happens on woodturnings), whether brushing
or spraying, maintain a wet edge by working
both ends rather than going continuously
around the piece. Without maintaining two wet
edges, the meeting of the dry and wet ends will
stand out from the rest of the project. This
method shows the brush strokes of the second
colour (platter with black over red). I’ve done
that and it looks fine if that is the effect you
want. If you prefer random “scales” you must
spray the second colour (platter with black over
gold). In both cases, the thicker the paint, the
larger the scales, the thinner the paint, the
smaller the scales. Clearly, practicing is the
thing to do if you want a particular outcome. I
used an airbrush at the meeting and the very
thin paint suitable for airbrushing left very
small scales. The larger scales that I achieved
on other pieces were a result of spraying with a
regular spray gun. I have no idea what “rattle
can” paints will yield but it would be worth a
try.

GVWG
4. In the case of masking, I have found that thin
strips of tape will conform to compound
curves, so is very effective in cases where this is
required (like on woodturnings). Much better
than short, overlapping pieces of wider tape
where paint can sneak under the overlap. If
wider masking is required, it’s OK to back that
up with overlapping strips of wider tape. Because the layers of medium and paint build up
significantly, you must cut through the layers
before removing the mask. A very sharp knife is
best for this as well as allowing the finish to dry
completely.

In my explorations through art stores I have found
a variety of faux finishing “mediums” such as copper, patinated copper, iron, rusted iron and I know
there are more. I showed a few small examples at
the meeting. They are all worth a try.

GVWG
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Fall Turning 101 Report
By Peter Hill
Earlier this month the Guild held another successful Turning 101 course and welcomed Curtis
Quinn, Al and Robyn Young, Michael Mclaren,
Larry Pinfield and Anna Namshirin into the ranks
of 101 alumni.

On Day 2 the focus shifted to bowl turning, starting
with the various methods for mounting blanks and
then working through the different types of bowl
gouges and basic cuts for rouging out a bowl.
Thanks to Dan Breck the class had an ample supply
Bruce Campbell, Barry Wilkinson and Cathy Frie- of green bowl blanks to work on while putting
sen generously made themselves available for the 3 Bruce’s instruction into practice. As promised at
the start of the course everyone had the opportunidays and brought along their passion for
ty to make plenty of shaving, as I can attest since I
woodturning. Bruce as the lead instructor shared
got to sweep them up!!!
his vast woodturning knowledge and experience,
with able support from Cathy and Barry aka
Finally, Day 3 was an opportunity for the class to
“Vanna” who was always at the ready with the per- reinforce the learnings from the first two days with
fect prop for illustrating the topic that Bruce was
a combination of spindle work in the morning and
covering.
then finishing with a bowl in the afternoon. It was
Day 1 focused on spindle turning, starting with an impressive to see the progress made over only 3
days and by the end there were a number of bowls
overview of the primary spindle turning tools and
techniques. Bruce then lead the class through a se- just about ready for the next instant gallery.
ries of spindle turning exercises to first convert a
square block into a smooth cylinder and then progressed through the different techniques for making groves, beads and coves with skews, parting
tool, and spindle gouges. While there were a few
catches along the way, everyone learned the benefits of making small cuts and by the end of the day
an interesting array of spindle patterns had been
created.

A key feature of Bruce’s teaching style is his collaborative approach where he encouraged participants
to share their thoughts, learnings and insights for
the benefit of the whole group. While the majority
of the participants were new Guild members, not
all were new to woodturning with a cross section of
experience from “never ever”, to “turned at high
school” and “been turning for years but selftaught”.
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Regardless of level of experience, all participants
said they achieved their objectives and had significant takeaways from course, ranging from “Wow, I
can really do this and I can do much more” to “I
finally know how to use my tools correctly” and
“So that is how you sharpen a bowl and spindle
gouge”. This highlighted the fact that Turning 101
is not just for beginners and that experienced turning can improve their skills and techniques by going back to basics.

GVWG
your time; Dan Breck for the green bowl blanks
and as always the KMS team for allowing us to use
their Coquitlam teaching workshop.
Due to strong interest we are looking to bring forward the next Turning 101 Course from March to
January. Extract dates are yet to be finalised but
we are targeting the last 2 weekend in January and
maybe the first weekend in February. If you are
interested in participating please contact myself at
peterhill64@telus.net or 604 812 5422.

Thanks once again to Bruce, Barry and Cathy for

Lee Valley Demo January 2020
Both the GVWG and the FVWG have been invited
again to demonstrate and present turned items for
public viewing at Lee Valley Coquitlam in January
2020. This is a great opportunity to raise public
awareness of woodturning and perhaps pick up some
people who are interested in learning to turn. It’s
been my experience that participation in the demos
is a fun time for both ourselves and the public. Accredited demonstrators and members interested in
acting as “talkers” to discuss and explain turning and
the guild to the public are encouraged to participate.

1.

Drop off for display items will be from January 2
to January 7. Pick up will be from January 29 to
February 4

2. Box the items with your name and phone number
on the box(es) then leave the box(es) at Lee Valley
3. Provide individual values for the items for their
insurance purposes.

4. As before, we will limit display items to three per
member. If more are required later, we will have
a fan out for that
As always, we miss December as a meeting month, so
this month is the start of collecting signups for the 5. There will be a check-in procedure so that may
demos. There are only two weekends requiring detake a while. Pictures will be taken of your items
monstrators; the Fraser Valley guild will be handling
for tracking back to each member
the weekend of January 18/19 and our shifts will be
the weekend of the 25/26. There are only three shifts 6. There will be a “peoples’ choice” award as in the
past with Lee Valley gift certificates awarded for
required, two on Saturday and one on Sunday. A
1st, 2nd and 3rd
minimum of four people per shift will be required;
three turners and one talker. More can participate to 7. Demonstrations will be:
spell off turners if desired and it doesn’t hurt to have
a. January 18th, 10am to 12 noon and 1pm to
more than one person handling the viewers.
3pm (FVWG)
I will start taking names at the meeting, then if reb. January 19th, 1pm to 3pm (FVWG)
quired, I’ll have Dan Breck do a couple of fan outs
during January. I understand it’s a ways off but if we
c. January 25th, 10am to12 noon and 1pm to
can nail down a few spots earlier it won’t take much
3pm (GVWG)
to fill the shifts later in January
d. January 26th, 1pm to3pm. (GVWG)
The dates for drop off and pick up of display items
are noted below as well as the need to affix a value to 8. Turners should bring their own chucks for 1” x
8tpi as well as their own project wood and tools.
each piece for their insurance purposes. Shift times
If you don’t have a chuck to fit, it is possible to
are noted as well.
get one there (it’s just nicer to have your own in
Thanks in advance for your participation. For new
my experience)
members, it might be interesting to come out to see
how this goes and it’s always interesting to let mem- 9. There will be three midi lathes available (Rikon
variable speed 1” x 8tpi)
bers of the public know that new turners are a big
part of the guild.

GVWG
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Cynthia Gibson Demonstration Report
By Bruce Campbell
Cynthia Gibson is not a wood turner yet she has
had a significant impact on the wood turning community through her unique and exquisite wood
turning. She began decorating turned pieces
around 2005 and the entire process captivated her.
In 2007 she submitted her first piece to the AAW
Live Auction. It was a tea pot completely covered
in pyrographic decoration. It sold to a Canadian
buyer – me.
Since then, Cynthia has evolved greatly as an artist.
This, in so small part, is due to the mentoring she
received from world-renowned artist Binh Pho.

Cynthia approaches woodburning in a unique way.
She uses low heat and views the burning tip as a
brush rather than a pencil or pen. This is in stark
contrast to other well-known pyrographers who
use red-hot tips and send up plumes of smoke
while they work. Cynthia works in a spare room on
her apartment, has no special ventilation arrangements, and claims you cannot smell smoke when
you visit.
This more gentle approach also suits her character
and it is no surprise that she has gravitated to
working extensively on dolls.

Because she does not turn herself, Cynthia is constantly forming collaborative relationships. The
list of her partners reads as a Who’s Who of the
turning world. They include Binh Pho, Cindy
Drozda, Neil Turner, Hans Weissflog and his son
Jakob Weissflog, Richard Raffan, Malcolm Zander,
and more. Each collaboration offers Cynthia a new
challenge to honour the work of the turner while
adding her own design aesthetic and charm.
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Cynthia lays out her “tools of the trade” along side
her piece. The include:



A sharpening stone to keep the burner tips
clean and sharp



A woodless graphite pencil and kneadable
eraser for sketching on the piece



A soft Brush for removing “krud” from both
the piece and the burner nibs



Her wood burner. She uses a Razertip
SSD10



Her collection of pens
When looking at burner tips Cynthia recommends
Cynthia prefers straight-grain wood with even den- starting with a handle that allows for multiple tips.
sity, no figure, no spalting, no finish and NO CA
The handle should be comfortable in your hand
GLUE! She has had su ccess w ith m ost fr u it- and allow you both the get close to your work and
woods, Arbutus (Madrone), Maple, Loquot, Tupa- to be able to work for some time without overheatlo, and some burl of maple and briar. She avoids
ing. Being able to exchange tips is a relatedly inexBirch, Elm, Ash, Any stabilized timbers and exotics pensive way to try our various tips and when you
(Cocobolo, Paduk, Verawood, etc).
find those that you like you can buy a dedicated
Next, the piece must be beautiful from the start. If hard-wired nib for your collection.
the shape, design, or execution is not strong to
Fixed tip handles and replaceable units are availastart adding a design to it will not make it better. It ble from Colwood, Razortip, Burnmaster and othwill just be a weak decorated piece. It also should
ers. The wires connection pens to the base unit
be very well sanded as any imperfections will be
vary and some customization is needed to connect
amplifies by the decorating process. She recomhandles to base units of different manufactures.
mends 600 grit or higher with the grain raised by
The most common tip that Cynthia uses is a 1/32”
water or alcohol several times.
ball unit. She finds that tis small nib slides over
Most of the pieces that Cynthia works on are small the wood nicely without creating too much of a
and the process takes a long time. So she has a
burn “bloom”. IN addition she uses a small round
very particular setup that allows her to work com- shader, a square-end chisel shader, a larger ball
fortably. She rolls up a towel and then forms it in- tip, a knife-edge with no hard corners, and a pillow
to a donut. She then covers the ring with another
shader (much like a tiny spoon)
towel to from a “nest” that both protects the piece
Working with cooler temperatures offers more
and keeps it in place. This also can provide her
control as to the darkness of shading and it gives
with a place to rest her hands while working. Her
lighter impression on the wood
philosophy is to “treat the piece with respect”.
I have often heard that having sharp lines and
clean transitions is a hallmark of many artists and
Cynthia is no exception. She repeatedly expressed
the value of marking lines and then shading “up” to
them but not beyond. She even goes as hard as to
use a brown Prismacolor pen to get right in to tight
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spaces where a burning nib cannot reach.

This protects it from dust, smudging and general
Her working process is to have a general idea of the wear and tear. But she does not stop there. She
has discovered that the matte finish can be buffed
final design but to work on small areas at a time.
to a gloss finish using a felt buffing pad in a rotary
She uses her graphite pencil to sketch in an area
tool. This allows her to not only work with colours
and then she burns it. Then she moves on to the
next section. If she tries to draw out the whole de- but also to use contrasting shines to add even more
depth and interest to her pieces.
sign first she finds that much of it is smeared or
erased by while working on other areas. This does Getting inspirations for designs can be a challenge
sometimes mean that some areas are not exactly
but Cynthia suggests that there are wonderful rethe same though the design might lead you to exsources available. Books by Sue Walters, Laura
pect them to be. However, the variation adds to
Irish, Deb Konkino, Bob Neil, Steve Poole and oththe hand-made ethicist of the piece.
ers are great woodburning references and design
books like Japanese Emblems and Desings, ColTechnically, Cynthia always moves the piece so
ouring Books, the ZenTangle Designs collection,
that her drawing hand is moving in the same way
and through the same range of motion. This leads and Image catalogues offer a wide range of copyright free patterns to help you get started.
to a more consistent finished product.
Colour is very important in her work so Cynthia is
careful with the pens she uses. She is interested in
the archival quality of the products as well as the
range of colours available. PrimaColor pens and
Faber pencils are two of her favorites.

Cynthia has found her passion in dolls reminiscent
of Japanese turned wooden dolls and she has
found her own way to embellish them. She encourages us all to explore design on wood ourselves and
strive to bring our own esthetic to our work.

Many thanks to Cynthia for her compelling presenOnce a piece is finished she sprays two or three
protective coats of Krylon matte spray on the work. tation. I know we will see more decorated works in
our Guild due to her inspiration.

For Sale

General 14” bandsaw
General 14” bandsaw (this is a real Canadian made General,
not GI)
Oldie but works great, only selling it because I need something
bigger. 100” blades, will include a couple of new ones.
1 HP Baldor motor, 220v. Max depth of cut just under 7”.

$500 obo.

Contact Claudia by email at:
lilkat26@gmail.com
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AAW Craft School Scholarships for 2020
November 14, 2019
It's scholarship time!
The AAW is pleased to announce we are continuing to offer financial assistance for quality woodturning
instruction.
NEW: We have made changes to the program to expand eligibility to every individual AAW member in
your chapter, and have introduced a self-nominating process using an online submission form at http://
tiny.cc/AAWScholarships .
28 scholarships will be awarded to selected AAW chapter members to attend classes at one of two craft
schools. The AAW Endowment Trust Fund (ETF), in combination with craft schools, provides funds for
the scholarships. Arrowmont School of Arts and Crafts - Gatlinburg, Tennessee.This scholarship offers
tuition only for courses directly related to woodturning. Room, board, and travel expenses are the responsibility of the scholarship recipient. Fourteen scholarships will be awarded. Please note Arrowmont
schedules selected "Master" woodturning classes. If any scholarship recipients choose "Master" classes,
they will be responsible for paying an additional $125 tuition premium on their own.John C. Campbell
Folk School - Brasstown, North Carolina.This scholarship offers tuition only for courses directly related
to woodturning. Room, board, and travel are the responsibility of the scholarship recipient. Fourteen
scholarships will be awarded.
Nomination ProcessScholarship nominees must be current AAW members. Guest members and those
whose AAW memberships are lapsed or expired are not eligible.NEW: There is no limit to the number of
applications from the AAW members in each chapter.Each scholarship nominee may submit no more
than one scholarship application.If more members are nominated than the total number of available
scholarships, a drawing will determine the winners.All awards will be for courses in 2020.Individual self
-nominations must include nominee name, email address, phone number, chapter name, craft school
preference, and AAW member number.All self-nominations must be entered using the online application at http://tiny.cc/AAWScholarships not later than January 15, 2019.Winners will be notified by
January 21, 2019.Please communicate this valuable educational opportunity to your chapter members!
If you would like additional information, or have any questions or concerns, please feel free to contact
me or any of us in the AAW office at memberservices@woodturner.org, 877-595-9094 (toll free), Monday through Friday, from 8:30 a.m., to 4:30 p.m. central time.
Best,
Phil McDonald
Executive Director, AAW

GVWG
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2020 Saskatchewan Woodturners
Symposium

2020 Saskatchewan Woodturners Symposium
Regina July 17,18,19
The South Saskatchewan Woodturners Guild is pleased to announce that it is
hosting the 2020 Saskatchewan Woodturners Symposium, in Regina July
17,18,19. We have invited demonstrators from Britain, France, and Canada. Nick
Agar, Jason Breach, Jean F. Escoulen, and Michael Hosaluk are our master turners along with local demonstrators as well. As a chapter of AAW we ask if you
could share this information with your friends. More information and registration
details can be found at our website http://southsaskwoodturners.ca/.
Registration form is below
Thank You
Bryan Milne
Contact for Registration:
SSWG Symposium
Neil Mcgregor
184 Dalgliesh Dr.
Regina SK S4R7Y9
Phone: 1-306-543-9318
or Email: neilmcgregor@myaccess.ca
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Estate Auction – Nov 30th, 2019
A former Guild member passed away suddenly earlier this year and the family has requested that we help in clearing up his workshop. The sale will be on Saturday November
30th at 11:00 AM. Some will be auctioned while other s will be available for dir ect
purchase.
Viewing will begin at 10:30. Purchasing will begin at 11:00. Auction at 11:30
Cash only please
The location is 2254 Seymour Blvd, North Vancouver
North over the 2

nd

Narrows Bridge

Exit right on Seymour Parkway
Turn left on Riverside Drive
Turn left on Grantham Drive
Turn right on Seymour Blvd
The house in on the right about 1 KM - look for the sign

Some of the items available include:
Hardwood cache with some exotics
14" band saw

Delta 28-245C
Floor model drill press
Magnum 16 inch
DeWalt dw788 Scroll Saw
Delta wood lathe - Model 46-700 and accessories on a roller base
Delta shop vac and dust collector
Shop-Vac, Dust Deputy
Delta industrial 36-650 10” table saw w-roller base
Delta model 31-780C spindle sander
Dewalt - DW735 13” Thickness Planer with table+roller base
Porter Cable PC160JT 6” Jointer
Sioux 6" Bench Grinder
full speed
Honeywell - residential type Air Filter
5 gallon wet/dry Sandblaster
Wolverine Grinding Jig
with Vari-Grind
Misc HHS Turning Tools – mostly Sorby
and more
Contact Bruce Campbell for details bvcampbell@telus.net
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Instant Gallery
October 24
Bob James – First
Turned Bowl –
7.5X3.5 –
Tennessee Cedar
– Varnish –
Turned in Jr High
1961
Bruce Campbell
– Finial Box I –
1.5X2 –
Mastodon Tusk,
Ebony

Bruce Campbell –
Moorish Doors –
3.5X4.5 –
Australian Red
Cedar – Mineral
Oil, Gesso

Bruce Campbell –
Finial Box III –
2.5X3 – Mastodon
Tusk, Blackwood,
Epoxy

Bruce Campbell –
Roman Aqueduct –
3.5X4.5 – Australian
Red Cedar – Mineral
Oil, Gesso

Bruce Campbell
– Finial Box II –
2X2.5 –
Mastodon Tusk,
Purple Heart,
Epoxy
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Instant Gallery
October 24

Des Wilson –
Twisted
Ornament – 2X8
– Cherry – WoP

Dennis Houle –
3 Sided Bowl –
5X4 – Spalted
Maple – WoP

Dennis Houle –
Natural Edge
Bowl – 13X5 –
Mesquite – WoP

Don Gamble –
Bowl – 11X2 –
Maple – Shellac,
Linseed Oil

Dennis Houle –
Natural Edge
Bowl – 9X3 –
Mesquite – WoP

Gary Burns –
Hollowed Sphere
and Stand – 7X7
– Inks, Lacquers,
Stippling,
Pyrography

Dustin Cook,
Murray Sluys –
Coloured Maple
Bowl – Maple –
Alcohol based
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Instant Gallery
October 24

Keith Ruttan – Bowl –
11.5X1.5 – Maple – WoP
Jay & Lin Mapson –
Gabbie – 2X6 –
Maple – Salt Shaker
and Pepper Mill

Phil Vetra – Bag of
Sand – 4X4.5 –
Maple – Lacquer

Phil Vetra – Tea Pot –
3.5X3 – Maple – Inks,
Interference
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Instant Gallery
October 24
Phil Vetra –
Calabash – 10X4 –
Alder – WoP, Paint
Thinner

Phil Vetra – Hedge
Hogs – 2,3X2 –
Maple – Lacquer

Keith Ruttan –
Bowl Set of 3 –
22X7 – Maple Burl –
WoP

Phil Vetra – Birdseye Platter –
11-15X3 – Maple – WoP,
Thinner
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Instant Gallery
October 24

Keith Ruttan –
Salt and Pepper
– 2.5X12, 2X8 –
Maple – WoP

Lin Mapson –
Gold Lava –
8X12 – Maple
Burl - Acrylics

Phil Vetra – Natural Edge
Apple Bowl – 8-12X3.5 –
Apple – WoP, Thinner

Larry Stevenson –
Bowl – 10.5X4.5 –
Maple – WoP –
September Demo
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President's Challenge Gallery
October 24

A Box with a Twist
Dennis Houle – 3
Sided Bowl – 5X4
– Spalted Maple –
WoP

Cathy Friesen
– Twisted Box
– Holly,
Cherry, Ebony
– Pastewax

Gary Burns –
Lidded Box –
3.5X3.5 – Maple
Stump – Lacquer
– Magnetic Lid

Des Wilson –
Twisted
Ornament –
4X9 – Cherry –
WoP

Marco Berera –
Lattice Box –
1.125X1.25 –
Maple – Friction

Peter McLaren –
Clam Boxes –
2.25X1.25 – Yew,
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President's Challenge Gallery
October 24

A Box with a Twist

Marco Berera – Saturn Box – 4.5X1.875
– Maple – Friction Polish – The Ring is
Loose and Captured

Steve Hansen –
Parting with a Twist –
3X8 – Maple, Oak –
Lacquer, Iron Oxide –
34 Axes Prototype

George Wood – Box –
2.5X4.5 – Maple
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Safety Guidelines for Wood Turning
You mostly turn alone so safety is YOUR responsibility.


Always wear safety goggles or safety glasses that
include side protectors. Use a full face shield for
bowl, vessel, or any turning involving chucks and
faceplates.



Use a combination of dust mask, air filtration helmet, proper ventilation, and/or dust collection system as appropriate. Fine particles from a grinder
and wood dust are harmful to your respiratory system.



Wear hearing protection during extended periods
of turning.



Turn the lathe off before adjusting the tool rest or
tool rest base, i.e., banjo.



Always remove chuck keys, adjusting wrenches,
and knockout bars immediately after use. Never
leave them in place, even for a moment.

on the lathe, keeping your hand on the switch in
case you need to turn the machine off. When observing someone else turn, stay out of these zones.


Always check the speed of the lathe before turning
it on. Use slower speeds for larger diameters or
rough pieces and higher speeds for smaller diameters and pieces that are balanced. Always start a
piece at a slower speed until the workpiece is balanced. If the lathe is shaking or vibrating, lower the
speed. If the workpiece vibrates, always stop the
machine to verify why. As a starting point, consult
your operator’s manual for recommended speeds
for a particular lathe. Ensure the lathe speed is
compatible with the size of the blank.



Exercise extra caution when using stock with
cracks, splits, checks, bark pockets, knots, irregular
shapes, or protuberances. Beginners should avoid
these types of stock until they have greater
knowledge of working such wood.

Tie back long hair and avoid loose clothing, jewelry,
or any dangling objects that may catch on rotating
parts or accessories.

 When using a faceplate, be certain the workpiece is
solidly mounted with stout screws (#10 or #12
sheet metal screws as a minimum). Do not use dry
wall or deck screws.





When turning between centers, be certain the
workpiece is firmly mounted between the headstock driving center and tailstock center.



Ensure the belt guard or cover is in place.



Check that all locking devices on the tailstock and
tool rest assembly (rest and base) are tight before
operating the lathe.



Hold turning tools securely on the toolrest, holding
the tool in a controlled but comfortable manner.
Always contact the tool rest with the tool before
contacting the wood.
Note that, when running a lathe in reverse, it is
possible for a chuck or faceplate to unscrew unless
it is securely tightened or locked on the lathe spindle.



Know your capabilities and limitations. An experienced woodturner is capable of lathe speeds, techniques, and procedures not recommended for beginning turners.

Ensure the blank is securely fastened.





Rotate your workpiece backwards by hand to make
sure it clears the toolrest and bed before turning
the lathe on.

Always remove the tool rest before sanding, finishing, or polishing operations.



Don’t overreach, keep proper footing, and keep
your balance at all times.



Stay clear of the areas directly behind and in front
of the workpiece, they are the most likely areas for
a piece to travel as it comes off the lathe. A good
safety habit is to step out of this zone when turning



Keep your lathe in good repair. Check for damaged
parts, alignment, binding of moving parts, and other conditions that may affect its operation.



Keep tools sharp and clean for better and safer per-
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Safety Guidelines for Wood Turning
You mostly turn alone so safety is YOUR responsibility.
formance. Don’t force a dull tool. Don’t use a tool
for a purpose for which it was not designed or intended.

cords.


Never leave the lathe running unattended. Turn
power off. Don’t leave lathe until it comes to a
complete stop.



Consider your work environment. Don’t use a
lathe in damp or wet locations. Do not use in pres-  Many accidents to woodturners occur while using
ence of inflammable liquids or gases, and always
saws, especially band and chain saws. Learn and
keep a fully-charged fire extinguisher close at
follow the safety guidelines for this equipment.
hand. Keep your work area well lit.



Stay alert. Watch what you are doing. Pay close
attention to unusual sounds or vibrations. Stop
the lathe to investigate the cause. Don’t operate
machines when you are tired or under the influence of drugs or alcohol.



Guard against electric shock. Inspect electric
cords for damage. Avoid the use of extension
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Calendar of Events
Date

Time

Location

Event

2019
Jan 24, 2019

6:30 P.M.

Feb 2, 2019

9:00 AM

Feb 3, 2019

9:00 AM

Feb 28, 2019

6:30 P.M.

Sapperton Hall

Mar 28, 2019

6:30 P.M.

Sapperton Hall

April 13, 2019

9:00 AM

April 14, 2019

9:00 AM

Apr 25, 2019

6:30 P.M.

Sapperton Hall

May 23, 2019

6:30 P.M.

Sapperton Hall

June 22, 2019

9:00 AM

July 11-14,
2019

Sapperton Hall
Sapperton Pensioners Hall
KMS Tools Classroom

Sapperton Pensioners Hall
KMS Tools Classroom

Sapperton Pensioners Hall
Raleigh Convention
Center, Raleigh, NC

Art Liestman – The Lost Wood Technique
Art Liestman – Lost Wood Technique Class
Club Meeting
FoF – Dan Breck – Live-edge Bowl
Main Speaker – Keith Hudson – Three-sided Bowl
Club Meeting
FoF – Barry Wilkinson - Buffing
Main Speaker – Ed Pretty – Tool Handles
Sharon Doughtie - All-day Demonstration
Sharon Doughtie - Hands-on Class
Club Meeting
FoF – Ed Pretty - Sharpening
Main Speaker – Bruce Campbell – Tree to Table
Club Meeting
FoF –
Main Speaker – Steve Hansen - "Teach your chuck a
new trick."
Seri Robinson – All-day Demo – All about Spalted
Wood
AAW Symposium
Club Meeting
FoF –
Main Speaker –

June 27, 2019

6:30 P.M.

July-Aug

Summer Break - Our first meeting of the new calendar will be Sept 26, 2019

Sep 26, 2019

6:30 P.M.

Sapperton Hall

Club Meeting
FoF – Pole Lathe demo/trials
Main Speaker – Larry Stevenson - salt and pepper
shakers

Sapperton Hall

Oct 19th ,
2019

9:00 AM

Sapperton Pensioners Hall
KMS Tools Classroom

Oct 20/21st, ‘19

9:00 AM

Oct 24th, 2019

6:30 P.M.

Nov 23rd 2019

9:00 AM

Nov 24th

9:00 AM

Nov 28th, 2019

6:30 P.M.

Sapperton Hall

April 19th,
2020

9:00 AM

Apr 10th,2020

9:00 AM

Oct 17th , 2020

9:00 AM

Oct 18th ,2020

9:00 AM

Sapperton Pensioners Hall
KMS Tools Classroom
Sapperton Pensioners Hall
KMS Tools Classroom

Sapperton Hall
Sapperton Pensioners Hall
KMS Tools Classroom

Club Meeting
FoF –
Main Speaker –
Cynthia Gibson
https://www.cynthiagibsonpyrography.com/
Cynthia Gibson – Hands-on Class
Club Meeting
FoF –
Main Speaker –
Kai Muenzer
http://kaimuenzer.com/
Kai Muenzer – Hands-on Class
Club Meeting
FoF –
Main Speaker –
John Jordan
John Jordan – Hands-on Class
Trent Bosch
https://trentbosch.com/
Trent Bosch – Hands-on Class

Special points of
interest:



Next Meeting:
Thursday Oct 24th 2019 at
6:30 PM,
Sapperton Hall,
318 Keary St,
New Westminster BC



Food Providers:
Trudy Friesen
Dan Gadassi
Don Gamble
Pierce Grogan
Dex Hallwood
John Hammond



New Members Greeter:
Cathy Friesen



FoF Speaker:
Dustin Cook – Turning
Door Stoppers




Main Speaker:
Art Liestman – making
and using Donut Chucks
President’s Challenge:
Nov – Surface Treatments
Jan - Hanging Ornament

GVWG Officers,
Appointees & Volunteers

President:

Steve Fairbairn

Vice President:

Steve Hansen

Secretary:

Des Wilson

secretary@gvwg.ca

Treasurer:

Bob James
Dan Breck

communications@gvwg.ca

Members At
Large:

president@gvwg.ca

Peter Hill
Cathy Nakagawa
Phil Vetra
Barry Wilkinson
Dustin Cook
Dan Moleschi

Past President

Bill Fowle

Educational Coordinator:

Larry Stevenson

Food Chief:

Peter McLaren
Rachel Tius
John Hammond

FOF Coordinator:

Dustin Cook

Librarians:

Turning 101:
Visiting Demonstrator Liaison
Newsletter Editor:
Publisher:

Peter Hill
Tracy Kennedy
Art Liestman
Brian Lunt
Bruce Campbell

editor@gvwg.ca

Robert Carlson

Digital Photography:

Jay & Lin Mapson

Webmaster:

Steve Hansen

webmaster@gvwg.ca

